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The relationship between vernalization- and photoperiodicallv-regulated senes and the
development of frost tolerance in wheat and barlev

Kosová, K., Prášil,I.T.' Vítámvás, P.

Biologia Plantarum 52(): 601 -61 5, 2008

Abstract

The review summarizes the level of current knowledge of impacts of vernalization and

photoperiod on the induction and maintenance of frost tolerance (FrT) in wheat and barley.

The phenomenon of vernalization is briefly described and the major vernalization (VRtrtr) loci

are characterised. Yemalization requirement and the three major growth habits of Triticeae

(facultative, winter and spring) are deťrned on the basis of the two-locus VRN-2IVRN-I

epistatic model. Major photoperiodically regulated genes, which influence the transition to

flowering, are characterised and their interactions with /fiN genes are briefly discussed. The

phenomenon of induction of FrT during the process of cold acclimation (CA) is described and

the major cold-induced CorlLea genes are listed. Important regulatory mechanisms, r.e., CBF

pathway, controlling the expression of Corllea genes under cold, are discussed. The major

loci affecting the development of FrT in Triticeae, the Fr loci, are characterised. In

conclusion, current progress in this research field is summarized and new questions arising in

the area are formulated.
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Rukopis 2

The role of dehvdrins in plant response to cold

Kosová, K., Vítámvás, P.o Prášil,I.T.

Biologia Plantarum 51 (4): 601-617,2007

Abstract

Dehydrins present a distinct biochemical group of late embryogenesis abundant (LEA)

proteins characterised by the presence of a lysine-rich amino acid motif, the K-segment. They

are highly hydrophilic, soluble upon boiling, and rich in glycine and polar amino acids. It is

proposed that they can act as emulsifiers or chaperones in the cells, i.e.,they protect proteins

and membranes against unfavorable structural changes caused by dehydration. Cold usually

preceeds freezing in nature and induces many physiological and biochemical changes in the

cells of freezing-tolerant plant species (cold-acclimation) that enable them to survive

unfavorable conditions. It is demonstrated that the induction of dehydrin expression and their

accumulation is an important part of this process in many dicoýledonous both herbaceous

and woody species, and also in winter cultivars of cereals, especially wheat and barley. Some

mechanisms are discussed which are proposed to be involved in regulation of dehydrin

expression, i.e., endogenous content of abscisic acid, homologues of Arabidopsis C-repeat

binding factor (CBF) transcriptional activators, the activity of vernalization genes and

photoperiodic signals. At the end, we outline some new approaches emerging to the solution

of complex mechanisms involved in plant cold-acclimation, especially methods of ťunctional

genomics that enable to observe simultaneously changes in the activity of many genes and

proteins in one sample.
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Rukopis 3

Expression of dehydrin 5 during the development of frost tolerance in barlev
(Hordeum vulgare'l

Kosová' K.' Holková, L., Prášil' I.T., Prášilová, P., Bradáčová, M., Vítámvás, P., Čapková, V.

Journal ofPlant Physiology 165 (1 1): II42-1151,2008

Abstract

Dhn5 gene is the major cold-inducible dehydrin gene in barley. This study deals with the

relationship between Dhn5 gene expression and its protein product accumulation and the

development of frost tolerance (FT) upon cold acclimation (CA) in ten barley cultivars of

different growth habit and geographical origin. The activation of Dhn5 gene expression was

determined by qRT PCR, the accumulation of DHN5 protein by protein gel blot analysis

using a specific anti-dehydrin antibody and the actual level of FT by direct frost test. During

the first two weeks of CA, there was a rapid increase in Dhn5 gene expression, DHN5 protein

accumulation and FT in all cultivars examined. After two weeks of CA, the differences in

DHN5 accumulation and in FT measured as lethal temperature (LTso) were observed between

the cultivars belonging to different growth habits: intermediate (I) and winter (W) cultivars

showed a higher level of DHN5 accumulation and LT56 values than the spring (S) ones which

exhibited a lower level of accumulated DHN5 and FT. In contrast. no differences between the

cultivars belonging to different growth habits in Dhn5 mRNA accumulation have been found.

After three weeks of CA, the differences in accumulated DHN5 and FT between the

individual growth habits became evident as a consequence of different developmental

regulation of FT. The amount of accumulated DHN5 corresponded well with the level of FT

of individual cultivars. It can be concluded that the amount of accumulated DHN5 after a

certain period of CA differed according to the growth habits of cultivars and can be used as a

marker for determination of FT in barley.
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Rukopis 4

The development of frost tolerance and DHNS protein accumulation in a set of barlev
(říordezz vzlgare) doubled haploid lines derived from Atlas ó8 x Igri cross during a

long-term cold acclimation

Kosová, K., Prášil' I.T., Prášilová,P,, Vítámvás, P., Chrpová, J.

Zas|áno do Environmental and Experimental Botany

Abstract

The dynamics of a long-term cold acclimation (CA) process was studied in spring barley

cultivar Atlas 68, winter barley cultivar Igri and a set of selected doubled haploid (DH) lines

derived ťrom Atlas 68 x lgri cross. The aim of the study was to evaluate the effect of the plant

development on the ability to induce frost tolerance (FT) and to accumulate dehydrin 5

(DHN5) protein during a long-term CA. The developmental stage of the plants was

determined according to the phenological development of shoot apex and by determination of

the length of plant cultivation at optimum growth temperature after a certain period of CA

which was necessary to heading. The level of acquired FT was determined by direct frost tests

in laboratory freezers. The accumulation of DHN5 protein was evaluated by densitometric

analysis of the protein gel blots. The CA treatment led to the induction of increased FT level

and to the accumulation DHN5 protein in both spring and winter DH lines. However, with the

progress of CA treatment, differences between spring and winter DH lines began to occur as

the winter DH lines were able to maintain increased FT level and DHN5 level for a

significantly longertime thanthe spring DH lines. The probable cause of this difference was

the absence of vemalization in spring lines which led to the much earlier transition into the

reproductive growth stage in the spring lines when compared with the winter ones. After the

developmental transition into the reproductive stage, a significant decrease in DHN5

accumulation was found in all lines; however, the FT level remained high for quite a long

time. This discrepancy between FT level and DHN5 level in barley plants after the

developmental transition is discussed.
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